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Google’s Driver’s License

In May 2012, Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles officials tested an unusual driver’s license applicant—a car. IEEE Spectrum obtained the records of this first robotic driving test. They show that officials were impressed but also that Google had a big hand in determining the nature of the test.
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Spectral Lines

At a crucial juncture, a remarkable engineer gave IEEE Spectrum a shove in the right direction.

By Glenn Zorpette
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IEEE Senior Member Dean Aslam has come up with a way to control everyday devices just by thinking about them. By inserting a wireless sensor in something that lies on the forehead, say, a baseball cap, the wearer can transmit a signal produced by brainwaves to another sensor in an object, such as a coffee machine, and turn it on or off.

The IEEE Computer and IEEE Robotics and Automation societies have made hundreds of videos available for free, with thousands more on the way.

When she’s not at her desk parsing lines of code, Member Amy Jones can be found driving large vehicles like excavators and tree-felling machines to test the software she’s developed for them.